
BlackBox Hosting's Partnership 
with Web Seller Pro

Introduction
In the dynamic landscape of the automotive industry, companies like 
Web Seller Pro face the challenge of rapidly scaling their operations 
while ensuring the reliability and security of their software solutions. 
To address these challenges, Web Seller Pro partnered with BlackBox 
Hosting, a leading provider of resilient and highly available hosting 
infrastructure solutions. This case study explores how BlackBox 
Hosting's proactive approach and top-notch security measures 
helped Web Seller Pro overcome their obstacles and achieve their 
business goals.

Web Seller Pro is a software house serving the automotive 
industry and commerce businesses. With a flagship product 
catering to independent garages throughout the UK, Web Seller 
Pro experienced rapid growth. As their client base expanded, 
Web Seller Pro faced challenges in optimizing their SaaS platform 
to support their increasing clientele while maintaining efficiency, 
security, and high availability.

In search of a hosting infrastructure partner that could meet their 
evolving needs, Web Seller Pro explored various options. They 
ultimately chose BlackBox Hosting because of their extensive 
experience of supporting software companies, proactive approach 
and the trust established during initial discussions. Web Seller Pro 
valued BlackBox Hosting's commitment to providing tailored 
solutions and proactive support, which aligned with their business 
objectives.

Service Provider Selection

Client Background



BlackBox Hosting collaborated closely with Web Seller Pro to 
address these challenges. They configured the infrastructure to 
facilitate a phased migration approach, scripting processes to 
streamline the migration process and minimize downtime. BlackBox 
Hosting also implemented advanced security measures, including 
intrusion prevention systems and proactive monitoring, to 
safeguard Web Seller Pro's infrastructure against potential threats.

Solutions Provided by 
BlackBox Hosting

Web Seller Pro encountered several challenges as they sought to 
optimize their SaaS platform to accommodate their rapid growth. 
These challenges included migrating vast amounts of data while 
minimizing downtime, ensuring the resilience and availability of 
their hosting infrastructure, and maintaining robust security 
measures to protect sensitive customer data.

Challenges Faced

Through their partnership with BlackBox Hosting, Web Seller Pro achieved significant results.

Results Achieved

In conclusion, the collaboration between Web Seller Pro and BlackBox Hosting exemplifies the power of strategic partnerships in 
overcoming business challenges and driving success. Throughout the partnership, Web Seller Pro learned valuable lessons about the 
importance of proactive support, scalability in infrastructure planning, and the benefits of working with a trusted hosting provider like 
BlackBox Hosting. Looking ahead, Web Seller Pro plans to continue leveraging BlackBox Hosting's services to further optimize their 
operations and support their ongoing growth initiatives.

Conclusion

Improved Performance: Achieved significant performance 
gains, maximising application performance

Cost Control: Complete budget control thanks to 
fixed billing…

Reduction in cloud spend

Increased resilience

Proactivity with advice and recommendations

24/7 support and problem solving from experts

Control over geographical access to their servers

Increased productivity through implemented time 
saving solutions
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